ESTHER GOLDBERG ’21
ENGLISH W/ CONCENTRATION IN AMERICAN FICTION
Illicit Ecologies: Queer Animacy and Epistemological Erasure in History of Wolves

SOPHIA LEVY ’21
ART HISTORY/VISUAL ARTS W/ COMPOSITE MAJOR IN JEWISH STUDIES
Portfolio

YUVAL DINOOR ’21
AMERICAN STUDIES
“We are the people who need the liberation we are creating”: Popular Education as Improvisational Practice at the Highlander Research and Education Center

CLARE DIMAIOLIO ’21
ECONOMICS
Who Really Won Sheff v. O’Neill? The Case for Integrating Connecticut’s Schools

LUCY DANGER ’21
WOMEN’S, GENDER, AND SEXUALITY STUDIES W/ MINOR IN EDUCATION STUDIES
“My Pleasure is Important”: Understanding Strategies and Efficacy of Sexual Education for LGBTQ+ Communities in Activist Environments

JENNA ZUCKER ’21
WOMEN’S, GENDER, AND SEXUALITY STUDIES
We’re Jews! Jews! Jews!: Queering Third Generation Holocaust Memory